Our mission is simple

TO GET YOU PAID
ON YOUR VIDEO CONTENT

HOW YOU MAKE MONEY
Subscription and Pay-Per-View
Commissions (50%)

Distribution on 90+
OTT Networks

Premium App Building
and Monetization
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We build your channel

HOW IT WORKS
2
We build your app +
Drive traffic + Run ads
= You get paid

Pay-Per-View or Subscription
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Your content is distributed
on 90+ OTT platforms
Immediate global reach

Guaranteed

WE THINK EVERY GREAT
RELATIONSHIP SHOULD BE 50/50.
This is why we pay you 50% of all revenue, PPV, S-VOD, T-VOD and A-VOD.

WHITE LABEL APP
Get your content in front of the 30 mil+
subscribers on Amazon Fire
A custom built white label app with
your branding
Unlimited video distribution
Ad tags that run on your videos and
earn you a monthly commission

DISTRIBUTION

TESTIMONIALS

BINGE is a wonderful platform with a very
supportive team which has enabled me to get
my message of Visionary Yoga to a larger
audience. If you’re looking to get more
visibility with video content, look no further!

Winner of 5 Emmy Awards and sold over
25 episodes in a day.

Scott Lowel
Adoptable

Mariko Hirakawa
Visionary Yoga TV

After Forever Team
After Forever

I feel so blessed to have these diverse
opportunities to bring out content to a new audience
and hopefully add new members to our Waldrup
Worldwide family. To be partnered with Binge
and have my own Smart TV channel is amazing!

For me, being on BINGE was an absolute easy
decision. It is a great way to get your content
out there and make a huge difference
in the world,

As a professional TV Chef I am always looking for ways
to optimize my content. BINGE Networks has been a
dream come true. The process was so simple and the
uploading was even easier. I love knowing that within
minutes my content is available on platforms all around
the world. I would recommend Binge Networks as one
of the top video optimizers around.

Karen Waldrup
Karen Waldrup

Kelly Resendez
Big Voices

Chef Ace Champion
Cook Like a Champion

*Adoptable earned over $160 during the first two days!*

I’m thrilled that audiences across the globe are
now able to share in Adoptable! Thanks to our
new home on Binge Networks.
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